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Abstract 
For the transport of the ever increasing traffic volume, an enhancement of the existing 
transport network will be required. For this purpose optical cross-connects and add/drop 
multiplexers based on the optical frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) principle will be 
added to the existing transport network. In this paper different OFDM node architectures are 
evaluated with respect to the influence of the size of the switching network on attenuation 
and cross-talk, the type of optical frequency converter and suitability for multicast 
connections, and other factors. Various scenarios for the interconnection of these optical 
cross-connects with the existing electrical cross-connects are discussed. For the individual 
optical cross-connect architectures and the interconnection scenarios, a study on the 
blocking probabilities for new optical connection requests was made, taking into account a 
suitable connection admission control mechanism and different channel hunting strategies. 
The performance evaluation showed that a savings of optical frequency converters in an 
optical cross-connect is possible compared to the nonblocking case, without deteriorating 
the performance significantly. However, other relevant topics such as connection 
management or implementation of the switching network become more complex. 

Keywords: Optical cross-connect, system architecture, performance evaluation, connection 
acceptance control, channel hunting strategy 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Currently the traffic volume for narrowband service is still increasing. This increase will 
be strongly intensified by the evolving broadband communication. This requires a 
communication network which provides multigigabit transmission and cross-connects with 
very high throughputs. The existing transport network which consists of SOH (synchronous 
digital hierarchy) and ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) cross-connects (CCs) must 
therefore be enhanced. For this purpose new optical cross-connects (OCCs) with optical 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) can be deployed (Figure 1). This enhanced 
network provides many new features and benefits as discussed in (Brackett, Derr, Fioretii, 
Sato). In the core area, a meshed network with OCCs and electrical cross-connects (ECCs) 
will be deployed. In localized areas, ring networks may be sufficient which provide access 
to the core network. The network is under control of an appropriate network management. 
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Figure 1 The future transport network. 
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The OCCs provide an efficient cross-connecting of multigigabit streams (e.g. 2.5 Gbit/s 

and beyond) which are carried by optical frequency channels. These multigigabit streams 

will carry several SOH containers or ATM connections, however, optical cross-connecting 

is only performed for the individual optical channels. Therefore, only the optical frequency 

has to be evaluated; there is no need for processing the information stream carried by that 

optical frequency channel. Splitting such a multigigabit stream into smaller streams and 

cross-connecting of small and moderate bit rate streams are performed in the SOH or ATM 

CCs. Therefore, even in the future, SOH/ATM CCs will be required and will be operated 

together with the OCCs in a complementary manner. This new solution will be more 

economically attractive compared to a network deploying only ECCs. 
In Section 2 different architectures of OFOM nodes are presented. Section 3 discusses the 

very important aspect of interconnecting OCCs with ECCs. Section 4 deals with the 

performance evaluation of the different node architectures discussed in Section 2 and 

different scenarios of Section 3. 

2 OFDMNODES 

This part deals with the basic architecture of OFOM nodes required for the information 

transfer. Other architectural aspects such as management or operation and maintenance 

(Oerr) have to be taken into account for a real system implementation but are not discussed 

here. 
Figure 2a depicts the simplest form of an OFOM node. At the input the demultiplexer 

splits the optical signal of the input fiber into its individual optical channels. At the output 

the multiplexer combines the optical channels into the resulting output s ignal. 
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Figure 2 OFDM node without optical frequency conversion. 

The switching network is able to connect any input channel to any output channel. 
However, for this node type the switching network can be simplified because an input 
channel at optical frequency /; can only be connected to an output channel at the same 
frequency. 

Figure 2b shows the simplified architecture for the same node size (m fibers, each 
carrying n optical channels). Table 1 compares the switching networks of both architectures. 

If the switching network is implemented using free-space optics, e.g. (Astarte), cross-talk 
and attenuation are independent of the switching network size. With all other technologies 
Figure 2b has benefits in terms of attenuation and cross-talk because these values 
deteriorates with growing switching network size. 

In such an OFDM node, all output channels of a multicast connection must employ the 
same optical frequency which results in higher blocking. 
Both architectures shown in Figure 2 suffer from the lack of optical frequency conversion 
which results in higher blocking probabilities. To enhance these nodes with optical 
frequency conversion, the architecture in Figure 2a has definite advantages. The optical 
frequency converter can be simply integrated by connecting it between the switching 
network and the multiplexer or between the demultiplexer and the switching network. For 
the system shown in Figure 2b the enhancement requires modifications to the switching 
network. 

Table 1: Comparision ofOFDM nodes without optical frequency conversion 

Number of switching networks 
Size of switching networks 
Total number of crosspoints 

Figure 2a 
1 
nmxnm 
n2m2 

Figure 2b 
n 
mxm 
nm2 
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Figure 3 depicts an OFDM node where an optical frequency converter is available for 
each optical channel. Only this node provides the internal non-blocking property and 
therefore, in the strict sense, only this node can be called a cross-connect. However, in the 
literature the nodes of the optical tmnsport network are called optical cross-connects even if 
they do not satisfy the internal non-blocking property. For the rest of this paper we will use 
this definition also. 

Demux Optical tiequency derrUtiplexer 
FC Frequency conwrtar 
Mux Optical tiequency multiplexar 
SN Switching network 

- Fiber 

Figure 3 OFDM cross-connect. 

In the OCC shown in Figure 3 the optical frequency converison is located between the 
switching network and the multiplexer. Thus, the optical frequency converter requires only 
a fixed output frequency. The converter is assumed to have a broadband optical input which 
accepts an arbitrary input frequency. In principle the optical frequency conversion could be 
located between the demultiplexer and the space divsion network. But this configuration 
would have some drawbacks: 

• The optical frequency converter needs selectable output frequency resulting in higher 
realization complexity. 

• For a multicast connection all output channels would be forced to use the same optical 
frequency resulting in higher blocking probabilities. 

The system shown in Figure 3 may be an expensive solution because an optical 
frequency converter for each optical channel is used. To reduce the number of optical 
frequency converters while still providing low blocking, sharing of optical frequency 
converters is possible, e.g. (Lee). 

A pool of optical frequency converters can be shared either among the optical channels of 
the output fiber or the input fiber. A combination of both is possible, too. The statistical gain 
of these principles is low and therefore will not be considered further in this paper. 

Figure 4 shows two different solutions for OCCs where k optical frequency converters 
are shared among all nm optical channels (share per node architecture). In comparison to the 
OCC shown in Figure 3 these OCCs require a smaller number of optical frequency 
converters, but the expense for space division switching increases, resulting in higher 
attenuation for most switching network technologies as mentioned above. 
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Figure 4 Share per node ace. 
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Table 2 compares the switching expense for the two alternative solutions of share per 

node aces. The total number of crosspoints is lower in the system of Figure 4a. However, 

this system has the drawback that connections requiring optical frequency conversion have 

to pass through the switching network twice whereas all other channels pass through the 

network only once resulting in different power levels. In the system of Figure 4b all 

channels have to pass through two large switching networks. Additional compensation of 

the attenuation of the second switching network is necessary for all optical channels. 

The optical frequency converters may either have variable output frequency or they may 

be split into n groups where each group consists of kin optical frequency converters with 

fixed output frequency. 
This share per node ace can also support multicast connections. Multicasting must be 

done before optical frequency conversion (cf. ace with one optical frequency converter per 

channel which is located between the demultiplexer and the switching network). 

Table 2: Comparison of share per node aces 

Number of switching networks 
Size of switching networks 
Total number of crosspoints 

Figure 4a 
1 
(nm+k) x (nm+k) 
(nm+k)Z 

Figure 4b 
2 
nm x (nm+k) 
2nm x (nm+k) 
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3 INTERCONNECTION OF OCCs WITH ECCs 

In Section 2 different OCC architectures were discussed which are accessed only by OFDM 
links. The OFDM links connect OCCs to other OCCs but they may also be used for the 
connection of ECCs with the OCC. This principle requires some modifications to the ECC: 

• The transmitter lasers must fulfill the requirements of the OFDM system. 
• OFDM multiplexers and demultiplexers must be installed. 
• The supervision of OFDM links must be supported. 

Figure 5 shows an alternate solution for connecting an ECC with an OCC. Input/output 
lines (each line carries one channel) of an ECC are directly connected to the switching 
network of the OCC, e.g. (Chang). This avoids the need for OFDM multiplexers and 
demultiplexers in the ECC. This principle can be used for all OCC architectures discussed in 
Section 2 but the figure shows only the example of interconnecting an ECC with a share per 
node OCC. 

For an OCC without wavelength conversion the lasers of the ECC transmitters have to 
fulfill the requirements of the OFDM system (e.g. channel allocation scheme), otherwise 
interconnection is impossible. The ECC inputs employ broadband optical detectors which 
can receive a signal at an arbitrary optical frequency. 

Demux Optical frequency demultiplexer 
ECC Electrical cross-connect 
FC Frequency converter 
Mux Optical frequency multiplexer 
SN Switching network 
®111m Fiber 

Figure 5 Example of interconnecting an OCC with an ECC. 
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For an OCC providing optical frequency conversion for all channels leaving the OCC on 
OFDM links, the lasers of the ECC do not need to conform with the channel allocation 
scheme of the OFDM system. Therefore, the modification efforts in the ECC can be kept 
low and replacement of the transmitter lasers may be unnecessary. 

For the share per node OCC two possibilities exist for connecting the ECC: 

1. Use of previously installed lasers which may not conform to the OFDM channel 
allocation scheme: Clearly the pool needs at least j suitable optical frequency converters 
withj = number of channels between the ECC and OCC. 

2. Use of lasers satisfying the OFDM system requirements: If all lasers of the ECC have 
variable output frequency they can be adjusted to the required optical frequency on the 
outgoing fiber of the OCC and thus optical frequency conversion in the OCC can be 
avoided. If the lasers of the ECC have only fixed output frequency, situations may occur 
where optical frequency conversion in the OCC is required. 

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

For the performance studies, an event-by-event simulation of optical connection allocation 
in the OCC was performed. Set up and release of individual SDH and ATM connections 
were not taken into account. 

4.1 Definitions 

The blocking behaviour for establishing new optical connections carried by an optical 
frequency channel between the node input and output will be evaluated. A traffic generator 
producing connection requests and releases is necessary. One traffic generator per "input 
bundle" will be used. An input bundle may be a single optical channel, a fiber carrying 
several optical channels or a group of fibers. For this model it is assumed that new 
connection requests will only occur as long as at least one optical channel of the input 
bundle is not occupied. This results in a state dependent arrival process. The arrival rate is: 

A(x) = { A= const for x = 0, ... , M-1 
Oforx=M 

A is constant and negative exponentially distributed. 
M is the number of optical channels per input bundle. 
x is the instantaneous number of occupied channels per input bundle 

The connection holding time is also negative exponentially distributed. However, traffic 
generators with other characteristics can easily be implemented. The traffic generator also 
determines the destination of the new connection request. The destination may, for example, 
be a single output fiber or a bundle of fibers. 

When a new connection request occurs, a check is made for at least one idle optical 
channel in the destination direction. If none is available, the request is rejected (output 
blocking). If a destination channel is available, then, in case of a non-blocking node the 
request will be accepted). In case of a blocking node, situations will occur where it is 
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impossible to connect an idle channel of the input bundle to any idle channel of the output 
bundle due to the lack of an available optical frequency converter (internal blocking). 

4.2 Connection Request Handling 

This section describes the procedure for processing a new optical connection request. Two 
main steps are performed: 

1. Searching for an idle optical channel in the destined output bundle. 
2. Searching for an internal path to put through the connection from the originating input 

bundle to the destined output bundle. 

For a node with internal blocking, the second step influences the node performance. 
Therefore, a proper design for this mechanism is required. The proposed solution is: 

1. Are pairs of input/output channels with identical optical frequency available? 
Yes: choose one pair according to the selected channel hunting strategy and accept the 
request. 
No: go to step 2. 

2. Are suitable optical frequency converters available which can transform the optical 
frequency of any idle input channel to the optical frequency of any idle output channel? 
Yes: choose an optical frequency for the input channel as well as the output channel 
according to the selected channel hunting strategy and accept the request. 
No: the connection request has to be rejected. 

For channel hunting well-known strategies from link systems of the old telephony world 
(Bazlen) can be adapted. The basic mechanism is: 

1. Sort all channels of a bundle in ascending order ( cho. ..• , chz, with z = total number of 
channels) 

2. Use one of the possible searching strategies: 
Ordered search, starting at a fixed point (e.g. ch0) 
Ordered search, starting at a random point 

4.3 Results 

For each incoming fiber, optical connection requests are modelled by an random source as 
defined in Section 4.1. Subsequently the connection request is processed according to the 
mechanism described in Section 4.2. Performance evaluation was only done for point-to
point connections because during the introduction phase these connections will predominate. 

As an example, the blocking probability for optical connections is evaluated as a function 
of the number of available converters for a node with 8 input/output fibers each carrying 8 
optical channels (this is a realistic assumption [der]). The output fibers are symmetrically 
loaded with equal connection probabilities from all input to output fibers. 

Figure 6 depicts the different blocking probabilities (internal, output, total) versus the 
offered load per input fiber for the OCC without optical frequency conversion (k = 0), for 
OCC with frequency conversion per channel (k = 64) and the share per node architecture 
with variable optical frequency converters (0 < k < 64). The figure clearly indicates that the 
node can benefit from optical frequency conversion. 
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Figure 6 Blocking probabilities versus offered load for different OCC architectures. 

The internal blocking probability decreases with an increasing number of optical 

frequency converters. Output blocking is actually seen to rise with the increasing number of 

converters. This is in response to the decreased internal blocking which allows a greater 

number of connections to be successfully made, thus raising the probability that the output 

channels are fully occupied. However, as expected, the total blocking probability decreases 

as the number of optical frequency converters is raised. For 24 or more variable optical 

frequency converters the internal blocking probability is very low and hence, the total 

blocking probability does not change signiticantly. 
This first study showed that under symmetric traffic conditions a significant reduction in 

the number of optical frequency converters is possible without deteriorating the 

performance of the OCC over the non-blocking case. Here 24 variable instead of 64 fixed 

optical frequency converters are employed, but a switching network with 88 instead of 64 

input and output ports is necessary. 
In a second study, the share per node architecture (same size and load conditions) with 

fixed optical frequency converters was evaluated. Figure 7 depicts the internal blocking 

probability versus the offered load per input fiber. Over the shown range of loads, a node 

with 40 fixed converters yields approximately the same internal blocking probability as a 

node with 24 variable converters. Compared with an OCC with fixed optical frequency 
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converter for each channel, the saving in optical frequency converters is not very high but 
the required size for the switching network increases significantly. The advantage of the 
share per node architecture with fixed optical frequency converters is therefore questionable. 

Another study dealt with unbalanced load conditions. As an example, the connection 
probabilities were so chosen that connection requests on a particular optical frequency on all 
input fibers were directed predominantly to a particular output fiber. Compared to the 
symmetrically loaded system, this leads to an increased optical frequency converter demand 
since only one connection can be made without optical frequency conversion while any 
further connections must be converted. Under highly unbalanced load conditions the 
application of a share per node architecture may provide no benefits. 

The choice of channel hunting strategy ( cf. Section 4.2) has an effect on the node blocking 
which is particularly visible for the internal blocking probability as shown in Figure 8 for a 
node with 8 input/output fibers each carrying 8 optical channel and 16 variable optical 
frequency converters. The ordered search, starting at a fixed point provides lower internal 
blocking probabilities. This strategy is more successful in locating input and output channels 
at the same frequency at low channel numbers. Alternatively, if a conversion is needed, the 
search strategy assigns the lower channels first. As a result upper channels are more often 
available for direct connections than for a search with a random starting point. 
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Figure 7 Internal blocking probabilities 
versus offered load for share per node OCC 
with fixed optical frequency converters. 
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Figure 8 Influence of different channel 
hunting strategies on the internal blocking 
probability in a share per node OCC. 

The last study deals with the interconnection of a share per node OCC (variable optical 
frequency converters) with an ECC (cf. Figure 5). In the example the OCC consists of 6 
input/output fibers each carrying 8 optical channels for the interconnection with other 
OCCs. The ECC is connected directly to the switching network of the OCC by 16 channels 
(j = 16). All traffic originating from the ECC is destined for the OFDM output links. The 
ECC employs either lasers which can be tuned to the required optical frequency or by fixed 
lasers which do not conform to the frequency allocation scheme and must be frequency 
converted in the OCC before transmission on the OFDM link. Part of the traffic originating 
from the OFDM input links is destined for the ECC. The connection probabilities are chosen 
to have the same average traffic flow entering as leaving the EC.C. 
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Figure 9 depicts the total blocking probability versus the offered load per channel. The 
node performance using tunable lasers in the ECC outputs is seen to be significantly better. 
The differences in the curves for a given number of variable optical frequency converters 
simply reflect the influence of the active ECC outputs. All of these require optical frequency 
conversion when fixed, non-conformant lasers are used compared to no conversion for 
tunable lasers with the correct optical frequency. 
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Figure 9 Total blocking probability versus offered load for different interconnection 
scenarios of an ECC with a share per node OCC. 

5 CONCLUSION 

We have presented different architectures of OCCs and different possibilities for 
interconnecting an OCC with an ECC. For these scenarios, the blocking probability for a 
new connection request was evaluated. The performance study showed that with a medium
size pool of converters with variable output frequency similar blocking behaviour can be 
achieved compared to a node providing optical frequency conversion for each channel. 

For a final decision on the application of the share per node concept further work is 
necessary.lt has to be examined whether the gain of a reduced number of optical frequency 
converters outweighs the higher implementation complexity due to the variable output 
frequency, the need for larger switching networks resulting in higher attenuation, the 
different attenuation depending whether or not an optical frequency converter is needed, and 
the more complex connection management and network planning. 
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